
Appendix B 
 

Department of Workforce Services – TANF Family Housing Program 

Grant Application Narrative 
Organization: 
Directions:  Narrative must be in the default size, font, and within the space provided. 
Additional narrative attachments are not allowed. 

1. PROGRAM OVERVIEW 
Describe your organization’s mission and the population you serve. 

a. W h a t programs and services does your organization provide overall? 
b. Describe the services you currently provide related to housing. 
c. If this is a brand new program, describe the services you intend to provide related 

to housing. 
 
 



2. ASSESSMENT PROCESS 
Provide a description of the assessment process including the tool(s) to be used and 
information gathered. 

a. Describe how the program uses the VI-SPDAT and/or the SPDAT tool. 
b. How does the assessment identify the needs of the family and describe your 

process for matching families to the appropriate resources? 



3. SERVICE DELIVERY
Describe the housing services you intend to provide specifically with this funding.

a. List your partners and describe how you coordinate your efforts.
b. How will you ensure that the TANF Family Housing Employment Pathway is

implemented into the service delivery process?
c. Create a Process Flow Chart and provide as an attachment.
d. Describe the Process Flow Chart including all steps from referral to assessment to

follow up case management.



4. CASE MANAGEMENT 
Describe the program’s case management structure. 

a. W h a t activities are included as part of the program’s case management? 
b. W h a t is your case manager to client ratio? Describe how this ratio was determined 

and provide a cost justification. 



5. MEASUREMENTS AND OUTCOMES 
The measurements and outcomes for this grant are defined in the Scope of Work. 

a. How will you ensure that the data needed to track these measurements and 
outcomes are collected timely and accurately? 

b. Describe how the program monitors a family’s progress. What follow up activities will 
you implement to support progress? 



6. ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

Contractors must serve TANF eligible families and determine eligibility as outlined in the
Scope of Work.

a. How will you ensure that your staff are trained on the eligibility process?
b. How will you ensure consistency in the eligibility process when you have staff

turnover?
c. Describe how you will organize your eligibility files.
d. How will you ensure that data is entered accurately and timely into the TANF Eligibility

Verification System (TEVS)?



APPLICATION ATTACHMENTS 

 
I. Process Flow Chart 

 
II. Organization Chart - Include all staff positions and description of duties related to the 

Family Housing program 
 

 

III. Collaboration Letter(s) - Attach letter(s) from all collaborative agency/entity(s)* referenced 
in the proposal. The letter(s) should provide a brief description of the involvement with the 
services provided. The letter(s) should include specific detailed information about how the 
organizations will partner. These are not letter(s) of support. Contracted fee-for-service 
individuals or organizations cannot be considered collaborative partners. 

 

 

IV. 501(c)(3) Letter- Required for non-profit entities 

 
V. Business License or Articles of Incorporation- Required for all other entities 

 

 

VI. Negotiated Indirect Cost Rate – If applicable 
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